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Abstract
The electrical breakdown is a bottleneck preventing AgNW networks from being used in high-current
electronics such as transparent heaters or similar applications. The process of failure confirms that
Joule-heating plays a key role in the formation of cracks perpendicular to the voltage direction. To
improve the transfer of Joule heating, solution-processed ZnO nanoparticles were deposited on a
gravure printed AgNW random network with good transparency. The AgNW-ZnO nanocomposites
show better heating uniformity at higher temperatures because of their improved thermal conductivity.
A 57.7% higher power density was obtained without failure, as well as the improved maximum
average temperature rise from 72.2 °C to 97.9 °C, after the AgNW was composited with ZnO. This
work opens up a new method to study AgNW failures for applications in high-current electronics.

Supplementary material for this article is available online
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1. Introduction

Transparent conductive networks based on silver nanowires
(AgNWs) have been used widely in low-current applications
including touch panels [1], organic light-emitting diodes [2] and
solar cells [3] due to their excellent electrical conductivity,
flexibility and transparency. The AgNWs can be deposited to
form random networks by slot die [4], spray [5] and Mayer-rod
techniques [6], as well as inkjet [7] or gravure printing [8] with

patterns. However, the multiple electrical breakdowns of
AgNW networks [9] have been reported in high-current elec-
tronics because of local Joule heating [10] forming cracks
perpendicular to the voltage direction [11]. Additionally,
AgNWs with smaller diameter are widely used for their
improved connectivity and conductivity at high transmittance
[12], though their degradation was also accelerated [13]. To
prevent the failure of AgNW transparent heaters, TiO2 [11], GO
[13], AZO [14] and ZnO [15] have been used to improve the
stability. These results were usually explained by means of the
hindered atomic diffusion caused by the oxide layers [16]. Since
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the ZnO material has been widely reported for electron injec-
tion/transport layer [17], photo-transistor [18, 19], nanogen-
erator [20], sensor [21] and composite electrodes [3], the
discovery of better stability provides a new method for potential
application in transparent electrodes or circuits with higher
current. However, considering that heat dissipation affects
resistance in printed silver nanoparticles [22], it is necessary to
study whether the high thermal conductivity of oxides such as
ZnO [23] plays a key role in Joule heating uniformity and
AgNW stability. In this letter, solution-processed ZnO was used
to fabricate nanocomposites with a gravure printed AgNW
random network. The samples were studied as transparent thin-
film heaters for heating uniformity and failure inhibition.

2. Experiment

AgNW (about 25 nm diameter, 20 μm length, 5 mg ml−1)
aqueous dispersion was purchased from Gu’s New Material.
It was diluted with isopropyl alcohol with a volume ratio of
1:1, and gravure printed onto PET substrate with a Labratester
with a printing speed of 60 mm s−1, as shown in figure 1. The
printed PET/AgNW film was cut into 3.5 cm×2.5 cm
sections after 130 °C heating for 10 min. Some of the PET/
AgNW pieces were spin-coated (2000 rpm/50 s) using a
methanol solution of 10 mgml−1 ZnO nanoparticles, which
were named PET/AgNW/ZnO. Then, the samples were
annealed at 130 °C for a further 10 min. 0.5 cm×2.5 cm
electrodes were screen-printed using silver paste to the ends
of the samples to fabricate the transparent heaters.

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) and optical
transmittance were characterized using a Hitachi S-4800 and
Lambda 750 UV/vis spectrometer respectively. A Keithley

2400 source-meter was used to measure currents interfaced
with a computer running the LabVIEW program. An FLTR
T530 infrared camera was used to measure the temperature of
the heated film in real-time. The simulation of voltage drops
in the equivalent circuit was performed using the Multisim
software from National Instruments.

3. Results and discussion

To understand the formation of cracks perpendicular to the
voltage direction in a failed AgNW network, the current and
surface temperature of AgNW during the breakdown pro-
cesses were recorded with a Keithley 2400 source-meter and
infrared camera. The hot-spot with maximum temperature
was found to move with a track (figure 2(b)) overlapping the
crack formed during the process of breakdown (figure 2(c))
with variable speed. The infrared video also confirms that
higher temperature plays a key role in the failed cracks of
AgNW. The maximum temperature in the short periods I,
shown in figure 2(a), increases from 89.97 °C to 130.08 °C in
4.466 s, while the whole average temperature of the sample
drops from 74.73 °C to 73.98 °C. The resistance rises from
93.9Ω to 144.1Ω in 3.0 s during periods II. The maximum
temperature between the two periods is higher than the
superior measuring limit (130.2 °C) and lasts for about 80 s.

To explain the hot-spot movements during the failure
process, the AgNW network can be modeled as an equivalent
circuit diagram with interconnected conducting resistances
(figure 3(a)). A simplified cascading failure model containing
13 same resistors (figure 3(b)) is used to explain the hot-spot
movement. The electrical power of a resistor can be

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the PET/AgNW and PET/AgNW/ZnO fabrication process.
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calculated by the equation as follow,

( )/=P U R 12

Where P is the electrical power, U is the voltage drop across the
resistor, and R is the resistance. The results show that the resistors
in the bias direction have the same voltage and power when the
VCC (11V) is applied because of the same voltage drops.

However, if a resistor (R12) is broken, the voltage drop
across adjacent resistor (R7) will increase to 4.53 V quickly.
At the moment when its resistance has not yet changed, it has
the maximum probability to be broken by Joule heating
because of the highest voltage drop and 52% increased power.
Similarly, R2 will have the maximum probability to be

destroyed by the 59% increased power at the moment when
R7 is open. As a result, the hot-spot moves perpendicular to
the voltage direction during the failure process. Correspond-
ingly, the voltage drops across other resistances decreased
obviously, which lead to lower surface temperatures than the
hot spot.

ZnO nanoparticles were spin-coated onto the AgNW net-
work to accelerate the transfer of Joule heating. Unlike the
AgNW random network with large empty spaces (figure 4(a)),
the coated ZnO filled the AgNW interspaces to form nano-
composites (figure 4(b)) with quite good transparency to the eye.
The average transparency of PET/AgNW/ZnO (figure 4(c))

Figure 2. (a) The maximum and average temperature as well as the resistance of a sample without ZnO. (b) A screen shot from the video with
the movement trajectory of the hot spot during the breakdown. (c) SEM image of failed AgNW with a crack, the insert shows the crack in
detail.
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significantly decreases from 82.8% to 72.7% over blue light
(400–480 nm) which was reported to affect the human eye [24],
but only drops slightly from 83.3% to 82.7% in other visible
light ranges (481–800 nm).

As a transparent thin-film heater, there is a linear relation
for data measured in samples with or without ZnO, as shown
in figure 5(a). The average temperatures and power densities

can be fitted by an equation as follows,

( )= ´ +T APD182.13 25.77 2ave

Where APD is the areal power density, and Tave is average
temperature. The results show these samples have the same
electrical heating efficiency.

Figure 3. Schematic and equivalent circuit diagram of the AgNW conductive network (a), and the mechanism of the cascading failure with a
constant VCC (b).
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Figure 5(b) shows that the advantage of AgNW-ZnO
nanocomposites in Joule-heating uniformity increase
obviously at higher temperatures. Take the infrared images of
samples at the same average temperature (75.3 °C) as an
example (figure 5(c)), the PET/AgNW has the minimum
measured temperature of 38.81 °C, while the PET/AgNW/
ZnO sample’s lowest value is 48.57 °C. But their measured
maximum temperature values are similar. Statistics of dif-
ferent temperatures from 9025 points of each sample are
shown in figure 5(d), with the temperature distribution his-
togram and normal distribution curves in 1 °C steps. The
results show that 44.51% of the test points on the bare AgNW
network have a measured surface temperature higher than 80
°C, while the ratio of AgNW-ZnO is 30.86% at the same
average temperature. On the other hand, the standard devia-
tion of bare AgNW (9.79 °C) is 38.47% higher than the
AgNW-ZnO nanocomposites (7.07 °C). Considering that
the materials have the same electrical heating efficiency, the
results show that the Joule-heating homogeneity is improved

significantly. The presence of ZnO in the nanocomposites
allowing heat to be transfered much faster than in air should
be the main reason.

Figure 6(a) displays the highest stable average temper-
ature and areal power density obtained in our experiment
(power density larger than these values may lead to break-
down in 2–3 min). The sample with ZnO, which has a highest
power density of 0.41W cm−2, exhibits improved electric
heating stability over bare AgNW (0.26W cm−2). Their
maximum average temperatures were correspondingly
97.9 °C (AgNW-ZnO) and 72.2 °C (AgNW). To obtain more
details of the properties of a heater based on AgNW-ZnO
film, the average current and power density as a function of
applied voltage can be found in figure 6(b), as well as the
heating and cooling temperature profiles of the AgNW-ZnO
nanocomposite heater at various voltages shown in
figure 6(c). As a result, a transparent heater based on the
PET/AgNW/ZnO thin film can dry water droplets for 40 s at
10 V bias, as shown in figure 6(d).

Figure 4. (a), (b) SEM images of AgNW random network and AgNW-ZnO nanocomposite. (c) Comparison of the samples in optical
transmittance.
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Figure 5. (a) The average temperatures with different power densities. (b) The standard deviations at different temperatures. (c) Comparison
of infrared images at the same average temperature. (d) The distribution histograms in 1 °C steps of the samples.

Figure 6. (a) Comparison of the highest stable power density and average temperature. (b) Average current and power density as a function of
applied voltage. (c) Heating and cooling temperature profiles of the AgNW-ZnO nanocomposites heater at various voltages. (d) A photo of
the PET/AgNW/ZnO thin film heater before (top) and after (bottom) water droplet evaporation at 10 V bias for 40 s.
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4. Conclusion

Gravure printed AgNW random networks were improved using
solution-processed ZnO for Joule-heating uniformity and stabi-
lity retaining good transparency for the human eye. The ZnO-
AgNW composited heater has an increased advantage in thermal
homogeneity at high temperature, which prevents cascading
failures from being triggered in the AgNW network. A 57.7%
higher power density without failure, as well as a maximum
temperature rise from 72.2 °C to 97.9 °C, was obtained in our
experiment. This work opens up a new method to study AgNW
failures for applications in high-current electronics.
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